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Topological signals, i.e., dynamical variables defined on nodes, links, triangles, etc. of higher-
order networks, are attracting increasing attention. However the investigation of their collective
phenomena is only at its infancy. Here we combine topology and nonlinear dynamics to determine
the conditions for global synchronization of topological signals defined on simplicial or cell complexes.
On simplicial complexes we show that topological obstruction impedes odd dimensional signals to
globally synchronize. On the other hand, we show that cell complexes can overcome topological
obstruction and in some structures, signals of any dimension can achieve global synchronization.

Synchronization is a widespread phenomenon at the
root of several biological rhythms or human made techno-
logical systems [1, 2]. Synchronization refers to the spon-
taneous ability of coupled oscillators to operate at unison
and thus exhibit a coherent collective behavior. Global
synchronization is the resulting phenomenon where all
oscillators behave in the same way.

Traditionally synchronization has been studied when
identical [3, 4] or non-identical oscillators [5, 6] are de-
fined on the nodes of a network and are coupled by the
network links. However, to capture the function of many
complex systems, e.g., brain networks [7, 8], social net-
works [9] and protein interaction networks [10], it is im-
portant to go beyond pairwise interactions and consider
higher-order interactions [11] between two or more nodes
instead. For instance collaborations typically require the
cooperation of a team of more than two individuals, and
to perform a function in the cell, proteins form complexes
formed by several different types of proteins. Many-
body interactions are captured by higher-order networks
[12, 13] (such as hypergraphs, simplicial and cell com-
plexes) and are dramatically changing our understand-
ing of the interplay between structure and dynamics of
complex systems [11, 13, 14]. Note that higher-order
networks by definition are constructed by higher-order
building blocks, but like networks they can have different
structure [13]. In particular a higher-order network can
display a very regular (lattice-like) structure, a fractal
[15] or a very random structure [16]. Moreover higher-
order networks can be also built from network motifs
according to clique-complex construction, by identifying
each clique with a simplex, and its generalizations [13].

Lately, synchronization of identical and non-identical
oscillators defined on the nodes of higher-order networks
has been a field of intense research activity. Global syn-
chronization of identical oscillators have been first formu-
lated for special topologies (a p-regular hypergraph) [17]
and for a peculiar Laplace operator obtained from the
hyper-adjacency matrix [18] while recently a general and
comprehensive theoretical framework has been proposed

in [19] to study dynamical systems defined on hypergraph
with heterogeneous hyperedges size distribution, the lat-
ter influencing also the Laplace matrix. Partial synchro-
nization of non-identical nodes oscillators has been inves-
tigated using a variation of the Kuramoto model leading
to explosive transitions [20].

Simplicial and cell complexes also sustain topological
signals [13, 21–23], i.e., dynamical variables that can be
defined not only on nodes, but also on links, triangles
and higher-dimensional simplices or cells. Examples of
real topological signals are edge signals such as biolog-
ical transportation fluxes or traffic signals [23], synap-
tic and brain edge signals [24], or climate data such as
currents in the ocean or speed of wind at different lo-
cations [25]. In the framework of quantum systems, it
has been shown that synchronization and quantum en-
tanglement are strongly intertwined [26, 27]; observation
that can be relevant in quantum computations involving
anyons [28] or bosons [29] where signals defined on links
of some array, should be protected from noise. Finally,
topological signals are attracting increasing attention in
signal processing and machine learning [23, 25, 30–32].
However the study of their collective phenomena its only
at its infancy [21, 22, 33–36].

Recently the formulation of higher-order topological
Kuramoto model [21, 22, 36] has demonstrated that topo-
logical signals of any dimension can synchronize leading
to either continuous or to explosive synchronization tran-
sitions. These results concern partial synchronization
while an important question is whether global synchro-
nization of topological signals can ever be achieved.

The aim of this work is to determine the topological
and dynamical conditions under which global topological
synchronization of identical topological oscillators can be
observed. Relying on the use of higher-order Laplacian
matrices [37–40] and the extension of the Master Stability
Function (MSF) to simplicial and cell complexes dynam-
ics, we are able to tackle this problem emphasizing the
difference existing among the two frameworks.

Anticipating on our results we can state that on sim-
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plicial complex we observe topological obstruction: given
a simplicial complex of dimension K, if the topological
signal is defined on an odd-dimensional simplex of dimen-
sion k < K then, global synchronization is not possible.
On the other hand if the simplex has an even dimension,
then we can have global synchronization provided the
simplex is balanced (see hereafter) and the model param-
eters allow for it. Interestingly we show that cell com-
plexes can overcome topological obstruction and some
topologies can sustain global synchronization of signals
of any dimension.

Definition of simplicial and cell complexes.– Simplicial
and cell complexes are generalised network structures
that beside nodes and links do also contain triangles,
polygons, tetrahedra, hypercubes, orthoplexes and so on.
Given a non-negative integer k, a k-simplex, σk, is a set
of k + 1 different nodes, σk = [v0, v1, . . . , vk]. A (k − 1)-
face, σk−1, of a k-simplex is a (k − 1)-simplex obtained
by removing one vertex from σk. Therefore a node is a
0-simplex, a link is a 1-simplex, a 2-simplex is a triangle
and so on. A simplicial complex X of dimension K is a
finite collection of simplices of dimensions k ≤ K, closed
under the inclusion of faces, namely if σ ∈ X , then also all
the faces of σ should belong to X . Simplicial complexes
are, thus a natural generalisation of networks, which are
recovered for k = 1. In algebraic topology a simplex σk

is assigned an orientation, typically induced by the node
labels. A coherent orientation of the face with the one of
the simplex, will be denoted by σk−1 ∼ σk, otherwise we
will write σk−1 6∼ σk.

A more general structure retaining the algebraic rich-
ness of simplicial complexes, is given by the cell com-
plexes [38, 41–44]. The latter differs from simplicial com-
plexes because they are not just built by simplices but
instead they are obtained by gluing cells, (i.e., regular
polytopes) along their faces. In particular 0-cells are
nodes, 1-cells links, while 2-cells are generic polygons,and
3-cells are the Platonic polytopes.

In algebraic topology the boundary operator is defined
on chains [13, 38], linear combinations of oriented sim-
plices of the simplicial complex. The k boundary opera-
tor retains the information about the faces of a k-simplex
σk and their relative orientation. The boundary opera-
tor is encoded into the incidence matrices, Bk whose el-
ements are given for all k = 1, . . . ,K by Bk(i, j) = 1 if
σk−1i ∼ σkj , −1 if σk−1i 6∼ σkj and 0 otherwise [45], where
K is the dimension of the simplicial complex, namely
the size of the largest simplex. One key property of the
boundary operator is that the boundary of the boundary
is null, hence BkBk+1 = 0. To be coherent an oriented
simplicial complex needs to satisfy this condition for ev-
ery k with 0 ≤ k ≤ K. Let us conclude this section by
noticing that the boundary operators for cell complexes
have the same definition [23].

The higher-order Laplacians [13, 33, 38–40] allow to de-
fine diffusion among k-simplices and capture the topology

of the higher-order network; they are defined in terms of
the incidence matrix as:

Lk = B>k Bk + Bk+1B
>
k+1 , k = 1, . . . ,K − 1 . (1)

For k = 0 and k = K we have instead L0 = B1B
>
1

and LK = B>KBK . If we denote by Nk, k = 0, . . . ,K,
the number of k-simplices, then it follows that Bk is
a Nk−1 × Nk matrix, while the size of Lk is Nk × Nk.
The matrix L0 coincides with the graph Laplacian. The
higher-order Laplacian Lk is a semidefinite operator and
one of its most celebrated properties is that the dimen-
sion of its kernel is given by the k-Betti number, i.e.,
dim(kerLk) = βk, where βk indicates the number of k-
dimensional cavity in the simplicial complex. Moreover
there is a basis of the kernel Lk which is formed by eigen-
vectors localized on each of the k-dimensional cavities of
the simplicial complex.
Simplicial and cell-complex dynamics.– Let us now con-
sider a topological k-dimensional signal encoded in a
k dimensional cochain x : Ck → Rd which assigns
to every chain Ck (linear combination of k-simplices)
values on Rd. The k-topological signal has elements
xi = x(σki ) = (x1i , . . . , x

d
i ) defined on the i-th oriented k-

simplex, σki (see SM). According to the properties of the
k-cochains [38, 39] we have x(−σki ) = −x(σki ), being the
discrete analogous of differential forms on manifolds. For
instance, for k = 1 and d = 1, xi = x(σki ) indicates a flux
defined on the link i that is positive if going in the same
direction of the positive orientation of the link and neg-
ative otherwise, i.e., x(−σki ) = −xi. Let us assume the
value of the topological signal on every simplex i follows
the same dynamics and evolves according to ẋi = f(xi),
for some odd nonlinear function f : Rd → Rd. Assume
now the k-simplex to belong to a K-simplicial complex,
K ≥ k, and assume the existence of a diffusive–like non-
linear interaction among adjacent simplices of the same
dimension:

dxi
dt

= f(xi)−
Nk∑

j=1

Lk(i, j)h(xj) ∀i = 1, . . . , Nk , (2)

where h : Rd → Rd is some odd nonlinear coupling func-
tion. This equation generalizes the dynamics of iden-
tical oscillators anchored to each node [3] to the sce-
nario in which identical oscillators are defined on higher-
dimensional simplices or cells. Please note that requiring
odd functions f(xi) and h(xi) is necessary for higher-
order topological signals with k > 0 in order to ensure
invariance under change of orientation of each simplex i
(see SM). For node dynamics (k = 0) the existence of
a global synchronized state is automatically determined
by the properties of the graph Laplacian whose kernel is
spanned by u = (1, . . . , 1)>, indeed we have β0 = 1, one
connected component. Its stability is instead determined
by the celebrated MSF [3, 4].
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Given the growing interest in topological signals, a key
question is how these classic results of nonlinear dynam-
ics on networks extend to nonlinear dynamics of topo-
logical signals on simplicial complexes. Anticipating our
results, we will show that topology and combinatorics
of the higher-order Laplacian will not always ensure ex-
istence of a globally synchronized state, and moreover
since the dimension of the kernel of Lk can be bigger
than one, also the MSF will differ from the network case.

Let us then fix a reference stable solution s(t) of the
uncoupled system, ẋi = f(xi). We are interested in deter-
mining the conditions under which the state having each
simplex i either in the state xi = s(t) or in xi = −s(t) is
also a stable solution of the coupled system (2). Namely
the latter exhibits a global synchronous behavior in which
all simplices display the same dynamics of the isolated
simplices when we account for differences of sign, deter-
mined by their orientation (see SM).

Let us now introduce the vector v = (v1, . . . , vNk)> ∈
{−1, 1}Nk , such that the globally synchronized state is
given by xi = vis(t). A necessary condition to observe
global synchronization, is that

∑
j Lk(i, j)vj = 0 (see

SM). Let us recall that kerLk = kerBk ∩ kerB>k+1, thus
the latter condition ultimately returns to require Bkv =
0 (condition i) and v>Bk+1 = 0 (condition ii) (see SM).

The first condition has a striking consequence. If k is
an odd number, because any (k+ 1)-simplex contains an
odd number of k-faces, then condition i) cannot be ever
satisfied. On the contrary if k is even, then any (k + 1)-
simplex contains an even number of k-faces condition i)
can be realised (see Fig. 1a-b). On the other hand condi-
tion ii) can be satisfied by imposing a suitable condition
of the (k − 1)-faces of the k-simplex, which we call bal-
anced condition. In particular if v = u = (1, . . . , 1)> this
condition can be satisfied by requiring every (k− 1)-face
to be adjacent to an even number of k-simplices and to
be coherently oriented with half of them (see Fig. 1c-d).

Therefore for even values of k, global synchronization
can be achieved while if k is odd we observe, as long as
v>Bk+1 6= 0, a topological obstruction to the onset of
global synchronization. Interestingly for K-dimensional
signals having BK+1 = 0, only the balanced condition re-
mains (i.e., condition ii)) which is automatically satisfied
for the vector v = u if the simplicial complex is a closed
manifold without boundary. Hence K-dimensional topo-
logical signals defined on closed K dimensional manifolds
can always achieve global synchronization for arbitrary
value of K.

A similar derivation can be generalized and extended
to topological signals defined on the k-dimensional cells
of cell complexes. In particular the conditions to achieve
global synchronization on a cell complex are unchanged
and given again by condition i) and ii). However the
combinatorics of cell complexes is different from the one
of simplicial complexes. Take for instance a cell com-

plex whose network skeleton is formed by a d-dimensional
square lattice with periodic boundary conditions, i.e.,
a regular tessellation of d-dimensional torus. Then ev-
ery cell of dimension k + 1 > 0 has a even number of
k-dimensional faces therefore condition i) can be satis-
fied also if k is odd (see Fig. 1e-f). This implies that
on cell complexes we can overcome topological obstruc-
tion. Until now we have focused on the combinatorial
implication of the conditions i) and ii). However these
conditions have also topological consequences. In fact,
since on manifolds the eigenvectors of the kernel of the
Hodge Laplacian Lk are localized on the k-dimensional
holes, manifolds that will display an eigenvector with
the properties of the above defined v, are characterized
by holes spanning the whole structure as for instance
(k + 1)-dimensional hyperspheres or d-dimensional tori
with d > k.
Master Stability Equation for Topological Signals.– Let
us now assume the reference solution s(t) to be also a
solution of the coupled system (2), then by introducing
the distance from the reference orbit, δxi = xi− s(t), we
can derive its time evolution by linearizing Eq. (2):

dδxi
dt

= Jf (s)δxi−
Nk∑

j=1

Lk(i, j)Jh(s)δxj ∀i = 1, . . . , Nk ,

being Jf (s) (resp. Jh(s)) the Jacobian of the function f
(resp. h) evaluated on the reference solution.

The matrix Lk being symmetric, it admits an or-

thonormal basis, φφφ
(α)
k , associated to eigenvalues Λ

(α)
k ,

α = 1, . . . , Nk, namely Lkφφφ
(α)
k = Λ

(α)
k φφφ

(α)
k . In particular,

since we work under the assumption that the simplicial

complex is balanced, φφφ
(1)
k ∼ (1, . . . , 1)> ∈ RNk , Λ

(α)
k = 0

for 1 ≤ α ≤ βk and Λ
(α)
k > 0 for all α > βk.

Let us decompose the deviation vectors δxi onto this

eigenbasis: δxi =
∑
α δx

(α)φφφ
(α)
k (i). Then linearizing the

dynamical equation, we obtain

dδx(α)

dt
=
[
Jf (s)− Λ

(α)
k Jh(s)

]
δx(α) ∀α = 1, . . . , Nk .

Perturbations aligned with the kernel do not change the
stability of the uncoupled system, therefore only the per-
turbations orthogonal to the kernel can modify the sta-
bility of the reference solution. This is the MSF in the
framework of simplicial synchronization of topological
signals. It is a linear, in general non autonomous, ODE

parametrized by the eigenvalues Λ
(α)
k , allowing to infer

the stability character of the reference solution by look-
ing at its spectrum.
Simplicial Stuart-Landau model.– As an application of
the general theory above introduced, let us consider the
Stuart-Landau (SL) model [46–48] defined for topologi-
cal signals of dimension k and d = 2. For k = 0 the
model describes a nonlinear oscillator anchored at each
node, while for k = 1 it can describe an oscillating flux
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B2 =

 
1 �1 0 ... 0
⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ... ⇥
...

...
...

...

!

<latexit sha1_base64="+aXc8HxvK5EsdDUdzQ4JsJ1GC9Q=">AAACfXicdVHLSgMxFM2M7/qqunQTLIKKlBkRdSOIblxWsCo0pWQyd9pgJjMkd8Qy9C/8Mnf+ihvNtF34vBA4nHNzcnNulCtpMQjePH9mdm5+YXGptryyurZe39i8s1lhBLRFpjLzEHELSmpoo0QFD7kBnkYK7qPHq0q/fwJjZaZvcZhDN+V9LRMpODqqV39hKcdBlJSXo17IFCS4xyLoS13alCvlRCOfRzRkjLKnOENLGQspAx1/a2BG9ge4f/6/Q1A5oEzBfrH6x6ZXbwTNYFz0NwinoEGm1erVX1mciSIFjUJxazthkGO35AalUDCqscJCzsUj70PHQc3dGN1ynN6I7jompklm3NFIx+zXGyVPrR2mkeussrI/tYr8S+sUmJx1S6nzAkGLyUNJoShmtFoFjaUBgWroABdGulmpGHDDBbqF1VwI4c8v/wZ3R83wpHl8c9y4uJzGsUi2yQ7ZIyE5JRfkmrRImwjy7lFv3zvwPvxd/9BvTlp9b3pni3wr//QTBVzEhA==</latexit>

B1

 
1
...
1

!
=

 
0
⇥
...

!

<latexit sha1_base64="/01n0WYQe3Vw3hdzmjiih6Hy4i0=">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</latexit>

B2

 
1
...
1

!
=

 
0
⇥
...

!

e)

f)

<latexit sha1_base64="AB7tAjhLMwoOgk1mIYU+KYBAJlk=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquFPUkBS8eK9gPaLclm2bb0CS7JFmlLP0fXjwo4tX/4s1/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXhBzpo3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41NRRoghtkIhHqh1gTTmTtGGY4bQdK4pFwGkrGN/O/NYjVZpF8sFMYuoLPJQsZAQbK/W6mg0F7qVl73za9/rFkltx50CrxMtICTLU+8Wv7iAiiaDSEI617nhubPwUK8MIp9NCN9E0xmSMh7RjqcSCaj+dXz1FZ1YZoDBStqRBc/X3RIqF1hMR2E6BzUgvezPxP6+TmPDaT5mME0MlWSwKE45MhGYRoAFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYoAo2BG/55VXSvKh4l5XqfbVUu8niyMMJnEIZPLiCGtxBHRpAQMEzvMKb8+S8OO/Ox6I152Qzx/AHzucPh+iR4A==</latexit>

�
(1)
1

<latexit sha1_base64="WxxQmbfffUl/Rvx8DKu1S7cS2/A=">AAAB9XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7JLiHoyJF48YiJgAgvpli40tN1N29WQDf/DiweN8ep/8ea/scAeFHzJJC/vzWRmXhBzpo3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41NJRoghtkohH6iHAmnImadMww+lDrCgWAaftYHwz89uPVGkWyXsziakv8FCykBFsrNTrajYUuJeWvfNpv9ovltyKOwdaJV5GSpCh0S9+dQcRSQSVhnCsdcdzY+OnWBlGOJ0WuommMSZjPKQdSyUWVPvp/OopOrPKAIWRsiUNmqu/J1IstJ6IwHYKbEZ62ZuJ/3mdxIRXfspknBgqyWJRmHBkIjSLAA2YosTwiSWYKGZvRWSEFSbGBlWwIXjLL6+SVrXiXVRqd7VS/TqLIw8ncApl8OAS6nALDWgCAQXP8ApvzpPz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/iWyR4Q==</latexit>

�
(1)
2

<latexit sha1_base64="18rQzLtpluD57ySGBgwCUGAtfss=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSLUS9nVop6k4MVjBfsB7bZk02wbmmSXJKuUpf/DiwdFvPpfvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb2dldW19YzO3ld/e2d3bLxwcNnSUKELrJOKRagVYU84krRtmOG3FimIRcNoMRrdTv/lIlWaRfDDjmPoCDyQLGcHGSt2OZgOBu2nJO5v0LnqFolt2Z0DLxMtIETLUeoWvTj8iiaDSEI61bntubPwUK8MIp5N8J9E0xmSEB7RtqcSCaj+dXT1Bp1bpozBStqRBM/X3RIqF1mMR2E6BzVAvelPxP6+dmPDaT5mME0MlmS8KE45MhKYRoD5TlBg+tgQTxeytiAyxwsTYoPI2BG/x5WXSOC97l+XKfaVYvcniyMExnEAJPLiCKtxBDepAQMEzvMKb8+S8OO/Ox7x1xclmjuAPnM8fivCR4g==</latexit>

�
(1)
3

<latexit sha1_base64="67uvF2Zy0QWi4R3Y6/uuzuXubws=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsqulOpJCl48VrAf0q4lm2bb0CS7JFmhLP0VXjwo4tWf481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXhBzpo3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41NJRoghtkohHqhNgTTmTtGmY4bQTK4pFwGk7GN/M/PYTVZpF8t5MYuoLPJQsZAQbKz2Qx7TsnU/7Xr9YcivuHGiVeBkpQYZGv/jVG0QkEVQawrHWXc+NjZ9iZRjhdFroJZrGmIzxkHYtlVhQ7afzg6fozCoDFEbKljRorv6eSLHQeiIC2ymwGellbyb+53UTE175KZNxYqgki0VhwpGJ0Ox7NGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBibUcGG4C2/vEpaFxWvVqneVUv16yyOPJzAKZTBg0uowy00oAkEBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PRWvOyWaO4Q+czx+hTo+k</latexit>

c
(1)
1

<latexit sha1_base64="hGkOPpqcfFVk+PDvJDG3L0PnBhA=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXspuKepJCl48VrAf0q4lm2bb0CS7JFmhLP0VXjwo4tWf481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXhBzpo3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41NJRoghtkohHqhNgTTmTtGmY4bQTK4pFwGk7GN/M/PYTVZpF8t5MYuoLPJQsZAQbKz2Qx7TsnU/71X6x5FbcOdAq8TJSggyNfvGrN4hIIqg0hGOtu54bGz/FyjDC6bTQSzSNMRnjIe1aKrGg2k/nB0/RmVUGKIyULWnQXP09kWKh9UQEtlNgM9LL3kz8z+smJrzyUybjxFBJFovChCMTodn3aMAUJYZPLMFEMXsrIiOsMDE2o4INwVt+eZW0qhXvolK7q5Xq11kceTiBUyiDB5dQh1toQBMICHiGV3hzlPPivDsfi9ack80cwx84nz+i0o+l</latexit>

c
(1)
2

<latexit sha1_base64="f3KcoAKkEYA9aiXUrFwjUhqlFGQ=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquFvUkBS8eK9gPadeSTbNtaJJdkqxQlv4KLx4U8erP8ea/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL4g508Z1v53cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aOooUYQ2SMQj1Q6wppxJ2jDMcNqOFcUi4LQVjG6mfuuJKs0ieW/GMfUFHkgWMoKNlR7IY1r2Tie9816x5FbcGdAy8TJSggz1XvGr249IIqg0hGOtO54bGz/FyjDC6aTQTTSNMRnhAe1YKrGg2k9nB0/QiVX6KIyULWnQTP09kWKh9VgEtlNgM9SL3lT8z+skJrzyUybjxFBJ5ovChCMToen3qM8UJYaPLcFEMXsrIkOsMDE2o4INwVt8eZk0zyreRaV6Vy3VrrM48nAEx1AGDy6hBrdQhwYQEPAMr/DmKOfFeXc+5q05J5s5hD9wPn8ApFaPpg==</latexit>

c
(1)
3

<latexit sha1_base64="Tf06emSeSWXQordfXYwqLbx2+2g=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsqulOpJCl48VrAf0q4lm2bb0CS7JFmhLP0VXjwo4tWf481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXhBzpo3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41NJRoghtkohHqhNgTTmTtGmY4bQTK4pFwGk7GN/M/PYTVZpF8t5MYuoLPJQsZAQbKz2Qx7TsnU/71X6x5FbcOdAq8TJSggyNfvGrN4hIIqg0hGOtu54bGz/FyjDC6bTQSzSNMRnjIe1aKrGg2k/nB0/RmVUGKIyULWnQXP09kWKh9UQEtlNgM9LL3kz8z+smJrzyUybjxFBJFovChCMTodn3aMAUJYZPLMFEMXsrIiOsMDE2o4INwVt+eZW0LiperVK9q5bq11kceTiBUyiDB5dQh1toQBMICHiGV3hzlPPivDsfi9ack80cwx84nz+l2o+n</latexit>

c
(1)
4

<latexit sha1_base64="yTR0Q2oWGO5eNNieI25sx/i1a3I=">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</latexit>

B2 =

✓�1
�1
1
1

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="W0zPXhG89PQi1f4Xmopz/fv1+SM=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaLUEFKUoq6EUrduKxgH9CGMJlO2qGTSZiZCCVk46+4caGIWz/DnX/jJM1Cq2cYOJxzL/fe40WMSmVZX0ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndM/cPejKMBSZdHLJQDDwkCaOcdBVVjAwiQVDgMdL3ZjeZ338gQtKQ36t5RJwATTj1KUZKS655VLPP83c2CpCaen7STt3GteWaVatu5YB/iV2QKijQcc3P0TjEcUC4wgxJObStSDkJEopiRtLKKJYkQniGJmSoKUcBkU6SH5DCU62MoR8K/bmCufqzI0GBlPPA05XZlnLZy8T/vGGs/CsnoTyKFeF4MciPGVQhzNKAYyoIVmyuCcKC6l0hniKBsNKZVXQI9vLJf0mvUbcv6s27ZrXVLuIog2NwAmrABpegBW5BB3QBBil4Ai/g1Xg0no03431RWjKKnkPwC8bHNyPBlDk=</latexit>

(1, 1, 1, 1)B2 = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="KwXN3vB75cO8+iCgGHki3Rqat+8=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXspuKepJCl48VrAf0q4lm2bb0CS7JFmhLP0VXjwo4tWf481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXhBzpo3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41NJRoghtkohHqhNgTTmTtGmY4bQTK4pFwGk7GN/M/PYTVZpF8t5MYuoLPJQsZAQbKz2Qx7RcPZ/2q/1iya24c6BV4mWkBBka/eJXbxCRRFBpCMdadz03Nn6KlWGE02mhl2gaYzLGQ9q1VGJBtZ/OD56iM6sMUBgpW9Kgufp7IsVC64kIbKfAZqSXvZn4n9dNTHjlp0zGiaGSLBaFCUcmQrPv0YApSgyfWIKJYvZWREZYYWJsRgUbgrf88ippVSveRaV2VyvVr7M48nACp1AGDy6hDrfQgCYQEPAMr/DmKOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8ApFqPpg==</latexit>

c
(2)
2

<latexit sha1_base64="b+sBcHUxchug3itkypZe91QsAQA=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSLUS9mtRT1JwYvHCvZD2rVk02wbmmSXJCuUpb/CiwdFvPpzvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb2dldW19YzO3ld/e2d3bLxwcNnWUKEIbJOKRagdYU84kbRhmOG3HimIRcNoKRjdTv/VElWaRvDfjmPoCDyQLGcHGSg/kMS1Vzia9816h6JbdGdAy8TJShAz1XuGr249IIqg0hGOtO54bGz/FyjDC6STfTTSNMRnhAe1YKrGg2k9nB0/QqVX6KIyULWnQTP09kWKh9VgEtlNgM9SL3lT8z+skJrzyUybjxFBJ5ovChCMToen3qM8UJYaPLcFEMXsrIkOsMDE2o7wNwVt8eZk0K2Xvoly9qxZr11kcOTiGEyiBB5dQg1uoQwMICHiGV3hzlPPivDsf89YVJ5s5gj9wPn8Apd6Ppw==</latexit>

c
(2)
3

<latexit sha1_base64="XbNAd5Ni+Gen4CAv5K62blgr15A=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJeyG+DhJwIvHCOYhyRpmJ7PJkJnZZWZWCEu+wosHRbz6Od78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K4g508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRRoghtkIhHqh1gTTmTtGGY4bQdK4pFwGkrGN1M/dYTVZpF8t6MY+oLPJAsZAQbKz2Qx7RUOZv0znuFolt2Z0DLxMtIETLUe4Wvbj8iiaDSEI617nhubPwUK8MIp5N8N9E0xmSEB7RjqcSCaj+dHTxBp1bpozBStqRBM/X3RIqF1mMR2E6BzVAvelPxP6+TmPDKT5mME0MlmS8KE45MhKbfoz5TlBg+tgQTxeytiAyxwsTYjPI2BG/x5WXSrJS9i3L1rlqsXWdx5OAYTqAEHlxCDW6hDg0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58zFtXnGzmCP7A+fwBqOaPqQ==</latexit>

c
(2)
5

<latexit sha1_base64="TxUgsItDuvQq58603w9ImJOtkyo=">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</latexit>

B3 =

0
@

1
�1
1
�1
1
�1

1
A

<latexit sha1_base64="lduRrt0It/fR7VifxpGFFcokS+8=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqMtugkWoIGVGi7oRSt24rGAf0A5DJs20oZkHSUYoQxdu/BU3LhRx60e482/MtEW09YTA4Zx7ufceL+ZMKsv6MpaWV1bX1nMb+c2t7Z1dc2+/KaNEENogEY9E28OSchbShmKK03YsKA48Tlve8DrzW/dUSBaFd2oUUyfA/ZD5jGClJdcslOyTn3fcDbAaeH5aG7tnV5ZrFq2yNQFaJPaMFGGGumt+dnsRSQIaKsKxlB3bipWTYqEY4XSc7yaSxpgMcZ92NA1xQKWTTo4YoyOt9JAfCf1DhSbq744UB1KOAk9XZlvKeS8T//M6ifIvnZSFcaJoSKaD/IQjFaEsEdRjghLFR5pgIpjeFZEBFpgonVteh2DPn7xImqdl+7xcua0Uq7VZHDkowCGUwIYLqMIN1KEBBB7gCV7g1Xg0no03431aumTMeg7gD4yPb+W+lRw=</latexit>

(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)B3 = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="uBNx6Mc+2rPxjQGfQC64YonhPBQ=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXspuKepJCl48VrAf0q4lm2bb0CS7JFmhLP0VXjwo4tWf481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXhBzpo3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41NJRoghtkohHqhNgTTmTtGmY4bQTK4pFwGk7GN/M/PYTVZpF8t5MYuoLPJQsZAQbKz2Qx7RcPZ/2a/1iya24c6BV4mWkBBka/eJXbxCRRFBpCMdadz03Nn6KlWGE02mhl2gaYzLGQ9q1VGJBtZ/OD56iM6sMUBgpW9Kgufp7IsVC64kIbKfAZqSXvZn4n9dNTHjlp0zGiaGSLBaFCUcmQrPv0YApSgyfWIKJYvZWREZYYWJsRgUbgrf88ippVSveRaV2VyvVr7M48nACp1AGDy6hDrfQgCYQEPAMr/DmKOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8Ap2KPqA==</latexit>

c
(2)
4

<latexit sha1_base64="is3r8ZYzeD4kpM7iEMExeCXr0Lo=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXspuKepJCl48VrAf0q4lm2bb0CS7JFmhLP0VXjwo4tWf481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXhBzpo3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41NJRoghtkohHqhNgTTmTtGmY4bQTK4pFwGk7GN/M/PYTVZpF8t5MYuoLPJQsZAQbKz2Qx7RcPZ/2vX6x5FbcOdAq8TJSggyNfvGrN4hIIqg0hGOtu54bGz/FyjDC6bTQSzSNMRnjIe1aKrGg2k/nB0/RmVUGKIyULWnQXP09kWKh9UQEtlNgM9LL3kz8z+smJrzyUybjxFBJFovChCMTodn3aMAUJYZPLMFEMXsrIiOsMDE2o4INwVt+eZW0qhXvolK7q5Xq11kceTiBUyiDB5dQh1toQBMICHiGV3hzlPPivDsfi9ack80cwx84nz+i1o+l</latexit>

c
(2)
1

<latexit sha1_base64="cCXje7DxL9f/dxKocp93+Fco1tM=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSLUS9ktpXqSghePFeyHtGvJptk2NMkuSVYoS3+FFw+KePXnePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6387a+sbm1nZuJ7+7t39wWDg6bukoUYQ2ScQj1QmwppxJ2jTMcNqJFcUi4LQdjG9mfvuJKs0ieW8mMfUFHkoWMoKNlR7IY1qqXEz7tX6h6JbdOdAq8TJShAyNfuGrN4hIIqg0hGOtu54bGz/FyjDC6TTfSzSNMRnjIe1aKrGg2k/nB0/RuVUGKIyULWnQXP09kWKh9UQEtlNgM9LL3kz8z+smJrzyUybjxFBJFovChCMTodn3aMAUJYZPLMFEMXsrIiOsMDE2o7wNwVt+eZW0KmWvVq7eVYv16yyOHJzCGZTAg0uowy00oAkEBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PReuak82cwB84nz+qao+q</latexit>

c
(2)
6

<latexit sha1_base64="kx/a9cd1AVUXWNNjl1noD2cgb10=">AAAB9XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLRD0SvXjERD4SWEi3FGhou5u2qyEb/ocXDxrj1f/izX9jgT0o+JJJXt6bycy8IOJMG9f9djJr6xubW9nt3M7u3v5B/vCoocNYEVonIQ9VK8CaciZp3TDDaStSFIuA02Ywvp35zUeqNAvlg5lE1Bd4KNmAEWys1O1oNhS4mxTL59PeRS9fcEvuHGiVeCkpQIpaL//V6YckFlQawrHWbc+NjJ9gZRjhdJrrxJpGmIzxkLYtlVhQ7Sfzq6fozCp9NAiVLWnQXP09kWCh9UQEtlNgM9LL3kz8z2vHZnDtJ0xGsaGSLBYNYo5MiGYRoD5TlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYoHI2BG/55VXSKJe8y1LlvlKo3qRxZOEETqEIHlxBFe6gBnUgoOAZXuHNeXJenHfnY9GacdKZY/gD5/MHjayR5w==</latexit>
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FIG. 1. Schematic description of conditions i) (panels a,b,e,f) and ii) (panels c and d) for topological signals defined on
1-dimensional cells (links, panels in top row) and 2-dimensional cells (triangles or squares, panels in bottom row) in which we
assume that there is an orientation such that w = u = (1, 1, . . .)>. In the case of simplicial complexes (panels a, d) condition
i) cannot be satisfied for signals defined on 1-dimensional simplices while in the case of cell complexes (panels e, f) condition
i) it can be satisfied. Condition ii) can be satisfied on simplicial and cell complexes as long as the simplices are balanced (see
panels c, d) for the simplicial complex case).

associated to an edge linking two nodes. More precisely
let us define wj = x1j + ix2j and let us consider the “local

reaction” function f(x) = f̃(w) = σw − βw|w|2, where
σ = σ< + iσ= and β = β< + iβ= are complex control
parameters. We can prove that the uncoupled dynamics
ẇj = f(wj) in each simplex j admits a limit cycle solu-

tion ẑ(t) =
√
σ</β<eiωt, where ω = σ= − β=σ</β<,

that is stable provided σ< > 0 and β< > 0, condi-
tions that we hereby assume. We now consider the cou-
pled dynamics Eq. (2) with nonlinear coupling function
h(x) = h̃(w) = µw|w|m−1, where m is a positive inte-
ger and µ = µ< + iµ= a complex parameter that sets
the coupling strength [49]. We study the stability of the
reference limit cycle solution ẑ(t) (see SM) and we prove
that the system can globally synchronize, i.e., the disper-
sion relation is negative, only if the model parameters do
satisfy µ<+µ=β=/β< > 0 , and the simplicial complex is
such that u ∈ kerLk. To measure global synchronization
we compute the (generalised) Kuramoto order parameter

R(t) =
∣∣∣
∑
j ρj(t)e

iθj(t)
∣∣∣ /Nk, where wj(t) = ρj(t)e

iθj(t)

is the polar form of the complex signal. Then R(t) → 1
testifies the existence of phase and amplitude synchro-
nization. Results shown in Fig. 2 provide numerical ev-
idence of our theoretical predictions. In Fig. 2a-c we
show the results obtained by studying the SL model de-
fined on top of a designed balanced 3-simplicial complex
(see SM). The model parameters have been set to val-
ues allowing for a negative dispersion relation (see SM)
and indeed once the complex amplitudes are defined on 2-
faces, i.e., triangles, the system globally synchronizes (see
Fig. 2b). On the other hand, once the SL oscillators are
defined on links the system cannot globally synchronize
(see Fig. 2c). In Fig. 2d-f we provide an example of a cell
complex which overcomes topological obstruction: a 3D
square lattice with periodic boundary conditions. Such

cell complex is made of nodes, link, squares and cubes
(see SM). In this case case global synchronization can be
achieved for signals of every dimension (see Fig. 2e-f for
global synchronization of links and squares).

In conclusion in this work we have studied global syn-
chronization of identical topological oscillators on simpli-
cial or cell complexes. We have found that global syn-
chronization of topological signals cannot be observed on
arbitrary simplicial or cell complexes but that only some
special higher-order network topologies can sustain such
a dynamical state. This is in stark contrast with the
corresponding scenario in networks where global synchro-
nization can be observed in every network topology given
proper dynamical conditions. By combining topology,
and in particular the spectral properties of higher-order
Laplacians, to nonlinear dynamics techniques such as the
MSF, we have identified the topological and dynamical
conditions under which identical topological oscillators
can achieve global synchronization on simplicial or cell
complexes. We have proved that global synchronization
of odd dimensional topological signals is obstructed in
simplicial complexes. This topological obstruction im-
plies that on a K-dimensional simplicial complex we can
never observe global synchronization of odd dimensional
topological signals of dimension d < K. However, such
obstruction is not present in cell complexes. In particu-
lar we show evidence that in specific topologies such as
the d-dimensional square lattice with periodic boundary
conditions global synchronization of topological signal of
any dimension can be observed.

These results significantly enrich our understanding
of the relation between higher-order network topology
and dynamics revealing collective phenomena of topo-
logical signals. Our study is relevant, for its inherent
simplicity, to a wide spectrum of applications (neuro-
science/biology/social sciences) where many-body inter-
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FIG. 2. The Kuramoto order parameter R is plotted versus
time t for the Stuart-Landau model of topological oscillators
of the balanced simplicial and cell complexes represented in
panels a) and d) respectively. Panels b) and c) refer respec-
tively to the order parameter of triangles and links of the
simplicial complex in panel a). Panels e) and f) refer respec-
tively to the order parameter of the squares and links of the
cell complex in panel d). The insets display the dynamical
time series of the topological signals. It is clear that while
on the links of the simplicial complex, the oscillators do not
globally synchronize, the ones of the cell complex do support
synchronization. The model parameters are σ = 1.0 + 4.3i,
β = 1.0 + 1.1i, µ = 1.0 − 0.5i and m = 3 ensuring the nega-
tivity of the dispersion relation (see SM).

actions involve higher-order interacting units. Therefore
we hope that this Letter will stimulate further research
work in physics and beyond.

G.B. acknowledges funding from the Alan Turing In-
stitute and the Royal Society (IEC\NSFC\191147).
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Extension of the Master Stability Function Approach for dynamics of topological signals

In this section we provide the mathematical background for the extension of the Master Stability Function (MSF)
defined on networks to the MSF for topological signals of a simplicial or cell complex.

Let us start by defining a k-dimensional chain c ∈ Ck as a linear combination of oriented simplices (or cells) σki , i.e.

c =
∑

i

ciσ
k
i (S-1)

with coefficients ci ∈ R.
A k-dimensional topological signal x is a k-dimensional cochain x : Ck → Rd, i.e., a linear function that associates

to every k-chain of the simplicial complex a value in Rd.
Since the cochain indicates a linear function we have

x(c) =
∑

i

cix(σki ). (S-2)

Note that thanks to the linearity of the cohain x we always have x(σki ) = −x(−σki ). From Eq.(S-2) it follows that a
cochain x is uniquely determined by the vector x of elements xi = x(σki ).

Let us consider a cochain x and a function F that associated to x a new cochain denoted by F(x). Based on the
above, the latter is solely characterized by its values on σki , namely its “components”, F(x) = (f1(x), . . . , fNk(x)).
Let us finally assume each component to act componenent-wise, namely fi(x) = fi(xi) for all i. Being x and F(x)
cochains they should be invariant with respect to the change of orientation of σki , namely

fi(xi) = −fi(−xi) .

We now want to study the evolution of the topological signals by considering dynamical equations for the vector x.
The uncoupled dynamics of topological signals is determined by

dxi
dt

= f(xi), (S-3)

where f : Rd → Rd is a nonlinear function which should preserve the invariance of the dynamics under a change of the
orientations of the simplices. Requiring the invariance of this equation under change of orientation of the simplex i,
imposes that the function f(x) must be odd. Indeed if the orientation of the simplex σki is reversed we have xi → −xi
and the dynamical Eq.(S-3) becomes

− dxi
dt

= f(−xi). (S-4)

This is indeed the above presented case where fi = f for all i. Therefore to ensure that the dynamical equation (S-3)
obeys the necessary invariance conditions for describing the dynamics of topological signals of dimension k > 0, we
need to require f(−xi) = −f(xi), hence that f(xi) is an odd function. Note that requiring odd nonlinear functions
f(xi) is a necessary condition only for higher-order topological signals of dimension k > 0. Indeed since nodes do not
have an orientation this requirement is not necessary for treating topological signals defined on nodes. Therefore this
is an important difference with the dynamics defined exclusively on nodes.

Let us now consider a stable solution s(t) of Eq.(S-3). Due to the parity of f(x) we are automatically guaranteed
that also −s(t) is a stable solution of Eq.(S-3).

We define as global synchronization of topological signals a dynamical configuration in which xi = s(t) or xi = −s(t)
for every k-dimensional simplex i of the simplicial or cell complex. This definition again differs from the one of global
synchronization defined for node signals and guarantees the invariance under the orientation of the simplices. To
give an intuition of this result, take the case of link signals indicating fluxes: saying that a flux is φ on the link [i, j]
oriented from i to j is the same as saying that the flux is −φ on the link [i, j] oriented from j to i. Therefore global
synchronization is observed where the dynamics of each simplex is the same, when factoring out the sign due to the
choice of orientation.
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We now turn our attention to the case of interacting topological signals coupled by the Hodge Laplacian operator
whose dynamics is dictated by Eq.(3) in the main text that we rewrite here for convenience

dxi
dt

= f(xi)−
Nk∑

j=1

Lk(i, j)h(xj) ∀i = 1, . . . , Nk , (S-5)

where h : Rd → Rd is a nonlinear function which should preserve the invariance under choice of the orientation of
the simplices (or cells) and where Lk is the k-dimensional Hodge Laplacian. Taking into account that the latter has
elements

Lk(i, j) =





d(σki ) + (p+ 1), i = j.
1, i 6= j, σki 6_ σkj , σ

k
i ^ σkj , σ

k
i ∼ σkj .

−1, i 6= j, σki 6_ σkj , σ
k
i ^ σkj , σ

k
i � σkj .

0, otherwise

, (S-6)

where ^ and _ indicate lower and upper incident neighbor simplices respectively, it can be easily derived that in
order to preserve the mentioned invariance also h(x) must be an odd function. Note that this is another example of a
peculiar property of higher-order topological signals with k > 0 which is not present for the description of dynamics
of identical oscillators placed on the nodes (node signals: case k = 0).

We now address the question of where global synchronization of higher-order topological signals can be observed.
From Eq. (S-5) it is clear that a necessary condition to observe global synchronization is that the kernel of the Hodge
Laplacian Lk admits an eigenvector v whose elements are in {−1, 1}, i.e., |vi| = 1, for all i. Note that since the
degeneracy of the zero eigenvalue of Lk is given by the k-th Betti number, it follows that the Hodge Laplacian Lk,
when k > 0, can admit more than one eigenvectors of this form. However we are not guaranteed that an arbitrary
simplicial or cell complex will have at least one such eigenvectors. In order to give a concrete example of such topologies
we mention that a d-dimensional regular cell complex which tessellates a torus has Bin(d, k) such eigenvectors while
any simplicial or cell complex without any k-dimensional hole will have k-th Betti number βk = 0 and hence any such
eigenvector. This is a property that is in strike contrast with what happens for k = 0 where any connected network
has one and only one constant eigenvector (1, . . . , 1)> in its kernel.

Let us consider a simplicial or cell complex which has an eigenvector v as above, therefore as stated in the main
text, a necessary condition to have global synchronization is that the kernel of the Hodge Laplacian Lk admits the
eigenvector v. This necessary condition is met under the combinatorial conditions i) and ii) discussed in the main
text and for more detail in the next section of the SM. Note that these combinatorial constraints have also topological
consequences as discussed in the main text, indeed they imply that global synchronization is allowed on topologies
having holes that span the entire structure as hypersphere and tori.

The Master Stability Equation (MSE) for topological signals is discussed in the main text. We observe that in this
case the major difference with the MSE for node signals (k = 0) is that the perturbations can also lie on the kernel
since the k-th Betti number βk of the simplicial complex can be eventually also bigger than one. These perturbations
however do not change the stability of the dynamics, since the non-interacting solutions is assumed to be stable.

About the topological obstruction

Let us consider a k dimensional topological signal whose time evolution is given by Eq. (2) (main text), we have
shown that a necessary condition for the existence of the global synchronization manifold is that the vector v of
elements |vi| = 1 lies in kerLk. Because kerLk = kerBk∩kerB>k+1, such condition is equivalent to require v>Bk+1 = 0
(condition i) and Bkv = 0 (condition ii).

Condition i) imposes a constraint on the dimension of the simplex. It cannot be verified on a k-simplex being k
an odd number smaller than the simplex dimension. Here we consider a pedagogical example with k = 1, i.e., the
topological signal is defined on a link. Because any 2-simplex, i.e., a triangle, contains three links, whichever the
orientation they have and for any choice of the vector v, then v>B2 cannot vanish, being a sum of an odd number
of “+1” and “−1”, thus condition i) cannot be satisfied see Fig. 1a). On the other hand if k is even we can build a
suitable k-simplex verifying condition i). For simplicity we propose an example with k = 2, i.e., a triangle. Then any
tetrahedron must contain four triangles and we can always give them a suitable orientation, two by two coherent each
other, in such a way the sum of the column of B3 is zero see Fig. 1b).

On the other hand condition ii) can be satisfied by imposing the balanced condition on the (k − 1)-faces of the
k-simplex. Let us consider for instance the case in which v = u = (1, . . . , 1)>. In Fig. 1c we consider again, as an
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example, the case k = 1, hence to satisfy condition ii) is enough to impose that each (k−1)-simplex, i.e., a node in this
case, is incident with an even number of 1-simplex (four in the figure), half of them coherently oriented, i.e., entering
in the node, and half of them non coherently oriented, i.e., exiting from the node. The validity of this condition does
not depend on the dimension of the simplex, indeed in panel d) we consider the case of k = 2, i.e. a triangle, and it
is thus enough that each (k − 1)-simplex, i.e., a link, is again incident with an even number of 2-simplex (two in the
figure), having two by two opposite orientation.

A 3-simplicial complex satisfying conditions i) and ii)

The aim of this section is to show how to build a 3-simplicial complex, P, satisfying conditions i) and ii) for k = 2
and k = 0, and thus admitting a synchronous manifold for topological signals defined on faces or nodes. The nodes of
this simplicial complex are placed on a 2-dimensional square grid with periodic boundary conditions. However each
four nodes of any (imaginary) square placquette of this grid are belonging to a distinct tetrahedron. As it can be
directly shown this structure admits an eigenvector v with elements |vi| = 1 for any orientation induced by the node
labels, as long as k ∈ {0, 2}.

This interesting structure can be obtained by looking at topologies that satisfy conditions i) and ii) for an orientation
such that v = u = (1, . . . , 1)> will lie in kerL2 (and of course in kerL0). One can show that the resulting oriented
simplicial complex has the the same topological properties of the simplicial complex oriented by using the node label
order, the reason being that their basis are related by an invertible linear transformation.

For sake of concreteness we will consider the case of topological signals defined on 2-simplices, belonging to a
3-simplicial complex. The case k = 0 being associated to a standard network synchronization phenomenon fits in
the standard global synchronisation phenomenon on networks. Conditions i) and ii) translate thus into B2u = 0
and B>3 u = 0. The sought simplicial complex will thus be obtained by assembling together nodes, links, triangles
and tetrahedra. Let us notice that once such simplicial complex has been built we show that he can support global
synchronization also for topological signals defined on 0-simplex, i.e., on nodes, while this will not be the case for
topological signals defined on 1-simplex, links, or 3-simplex, tetrahedra.

Let us start by considering a tetrahedron (see Fig. S-1a) and let us fix an orientation for its faces, A, B, C and D. For
sake of concreteness, we define a face to be positively oriented if one circulates between its vertices in a anticlockwise
manner, and negatively oriented on the opposite (see Fig. S-1b). To better appreciate the relative orientations of the
faces we show the same tetrahedron but “flattened”, in this way it is clear the presence of two positively oriented (A
and C) and two negatively oriented (B and D) faces, which implies that condition i) is satisfied, i.e., B>3 u = 0.

By labeling the vertices with a, b, c and d, we can assign an orientation to the links (Fig. S-1b); together with
the faces orientation we can compute the incidence matrix B2 (see Fig. S-1c). From the latter we can appreciate the
existence of four links (rows shaded in light grey in the incidence matrix, also coloured in orange in Fig. S-1a) that
are coherently oriented with two faces, thus in the product B2u they return a +2. There are also two links (white
rows in the incidence matrix) that are not coherently oriented with the two faces to which they are incident, hence in
the product B2u they contribute with a 0.

a) b)

Negative orientation

Positive orientation
a

bc

d

dd

A
BC

DA

B

ad
ac
ba
cb
db
dc

A B C D
0 1 1 0
1 0 -1 0
1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 -1
0 0 1 1
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B2 =
ac

b

d

A = [acb] B = [adb]
C = [adc] D = [bdc]

c)

C

D

FIG. S-1. An oriented tetrahedron. We consider an oriented tetrahedron, i.e., 3-simplex, both in a 3D view (panel a)) and
in a “flatten” 2D one (panel b)). Given the orientation of the faces and of the links proposed in panel b), we can compute
the incidence matrix B2 (panel c)). We can observe the presence of four links whose contribution to B2u is non zero, they
correspond to the grey rows in the matrix and to the orange links in panel a).

The idea to build the sought 3-simplicial complex satisfying the constraints B2u = 0 and B>3 u = 0, is to add
another oriented tetrahedron with an opposite orientation for its faces with respect to the previous one, but with the
same orientation of the links (see Fig. S-2a). This “opposite” tetrahedron will have two positively oriented and two
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negatively oriented faces and thus it satisfies again B>3 u = 0, moreover its incidence matrix B2 will be the opposite
of the previous one (panel b) of Fig. S-2). This means that we can select an edge in the first tetrahedron (say ad)
and a second edge in the opposite tetrahedron (say a′d′) and “glue” them (see Fig. S-2c). In this way this edge will
be incident with four faces, and it will be coherently oriented with two of them and non coherently oriented with the

remaining two. Hence the row of the incidence matrix of the “glued” tetrahedron, B
(glue)
2 , will contain two “+1” and

two “−1”, the remaining entries being “0” (see Fig. S-2d). In conclusion this link will contribute to 0 in the product

B
(glue)
2 u.

a)

a’

b’c’

d’

d’d’

A’ B’C’

D’

A’ = [a’b’c’]

B’ = [a’b’d’]
C’ = [a’c’d’]
D’ = [b’c’d’]

a’d’
a’c’
b’a’
c’b’
d’b’
d’c’

A’ B’ C’ D’
0 -1 -1 0
-1 0 1 0
-1 -1 0 0
-1 0 0 -1
0 -1 0 1
0 0 -1 -1

c)

ac

b

d
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c’

b’

b)

d)

FIG. S-2. An opposite oriented tetrahedron. We show a tetrahedron whose faces have an opposite orientation with respect
to the ones of Fig. S-1, while the tetrahedron and its edges are oriented in the same way in both cases (panels a) and b)). In
panel c) we show the “gluing” process of these two tetrahedra along two selected links, ad and a′d′, in such a way the shared
link is now incident with four faces and its is coherently oriented with two of them and non coherently with the two other ones
(panels c) and d)).

By construction the 3-simplicial complex obtained by gluing the two opposite tetrahedra contains a link, (ad) that
is incident with four faces and it is coherently oriented with two of them and incoherently with the other two (see
Fig. S-3a). Moreover such simplicial complex contains six links each one belonging to two faces and coherently oriented
with both of them, hence they will contribute with a non zero entry in the product B2u. In panel a) of Fig. S-3 they
are colored in blue in the case of the first considered tetrahedron and in red for the second one; let us for short say that
such links have the “wrong property”. To tackle this issue we repeat the construction show on Fig. S-2 by alternating
“positively” and “negatively” oriented tetrahedra along the two opposite sides of the square obtained by “flattening”
each tetrahedron and considering only the sides with the “wrong property” (see Fig. S-3b). The resulting structure
resemble to a “waffle” (see Fig. S-3c) to which we imposed periodic boundary conditions (see Fig. S-3c). Eventually
taking L squares along the longitudinal direction and M squares along the latitudinal direction, we obtain the sought
3-simplicial complex that by construction satisfies B2u = 0 and B>3 u = 0. It can thus support a synchronous manifold
for topological signals defined on 2-simplex but not on the 1-simplex; indeed B>2 u 6= 0, nor the 3-simplex because
B3u 6= 0. Let us observe that in this case B>4 u = 0, being the tetrahedron the simplex with the largest dimension
and thus B4 = 0, however we do not have global synchronization of 3-topological signals because the used simplex is
not a closed manifold without boundary.

A 2-simplicial complex satisfying conditions i) and ii) for nodes and triangles but not for links

The aim of this section is to build a 2-simplicial complex satisfying again conditions i) and ii) for k = 2 and k = 0.
In this case the simplex is formed by triangles connected among them to pave a 2-torus. We could have used the
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a) b)

c) d)

a=a’b

c d=d’

b’

c’

+2

+2

+
2 -2+
2

-2

-2

-2

FIG. S-3. The 3-simplicial complex P. We schematically show the construction of the 3-simplicial complex obtained by
gluing together opposite tetrahedra and then by identifying the opposite sides of the square composed by the tetrahedron links
contributing with a non zero value to B2u (the edges in blue and red in panels a-b) or in yellow in panel c)).

orientation given by the node labels, but again we decided to introduce an alternative orientation aimed at directly
obtaining that u = (1, . . . , 1)> lies in kerL2. Also in this case this choice does not change the topological properties
of the simplicial complex with respect to those of the same simplicial complex oriented by using the node labels
orientation.

Consider the case of topological signals defined on 2-simplices, i.e., the faces of the 2-simplicial complex. Conditions
i) becomes thus B2u = 0, while condition ii) is automatically satisfied because B3 = 0, being the 3-simplices not
allowed. The basic element is thus an oriented triangle, i.e., a 2-simplex A = [a c b] whose links are oriented as [a b],
[b c] and [c a] (see Fig. S-4a). Consider now a second triangle B = [b c d] sharing the link [b c] with the previous one,
and whose links are oriented as [b c], [c d] and [d b]. Because of the chosen orientations the shared link determine a
+1 and a −1 entries in the matrix B2, namely in the product B2u they contribute with a 0 (see Fig. S-4b). We can
then repeat such construction by alternating the two kinds of triangles above defined and eventually identify among
them the “vertical left” and “vertical right” sides (red lines in Fig. S-4c) and also the “horizontal top” and “horizontal
bottom” sides (blue lines in Fig. S-4c). In this way we have obtained a 2-torus whose surface is paved with triangles
and such that by construction we have B2u = 0.

A 3-cell complex supporting global synchronization: 3D-torus

The aim of this appendix is to build a 3-cell complex made of nodes, links, squares (i.e., 2-cells) and cubes (i.e.,
3-cells) capable to support global synchronization for topological signals of any dimensions, k = 0, 1, 2, 3.

Let us consider a cube formed by six 2-cells, the squares (see Fig. S-5a), and we can orient the faces to have three
positive and three negative contributions to B>3 u is in such a way the latter sums to zero (see panels b)). It is
important for the following construction to incoherently orient opposite faces (see panels c)-d) and e)), this is because
once we will “glue” together several cubes, the shared faces should have the right orientation to ensure B2B3 = 0 .

We then orient the links according to a left-right on the horizontal direction, bottom-up in the vertical one and
front-back in the transversal direction (see again panels a) and b)). Once faces and links have been oriented we can
compute the matrices Bk, k = 1, . . . , 3 and we can observe that six links exist, three of which contributing with “+2”
(solid blue line) or “−2” (dashed red line) to B2u.

Once we have obtained the oriented cube, we can “glue” together several copies of the same cube along the three
directions (see Fig. S-6). Because of the orientations given to the faces (see Fig. S-5), the face shared by each couple
of cubes will have the right orientation. Moreover this gluing process ensures also that B2u = 0; indeed as it can been
observed from Fig. S-6 the unique link incident with four cubes, hence eight faces, has a zero contribution to B2u. By
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B2 =

A = [a c b] B = [b c d]

A

B

FIG. S-4. A 2-torus paved with triangles. We consider 2-torus whose surface is paved with oriented triangles (panel a))
organized in such a way that once they share a common link then the latter is coherent with the orientation of one triangle
and incoherent with the second; they contribute thus to the matrix B2 with entries +1 and −1 (panel b)). Such construction
is repeated in the longitudinal and vertical direction and eventually including periodic boundary conditions (panel c)).

considering for instance the configuration shown in panel a), the vertical link common to the four cubes A, B, C and
D will contribute with +2 (it has been coloured in blue according to the scheme presented in Fig. S-5) because of the
two faces of the B cube, with −2 (it has been coloured in red according to the scheme presented in Fig. S-5) because
of the two faces of the D cube and 0 (it has been coloured in black according to the scheme presented in Fig. S-5) to
the faces in the cubes A and C. The same analysis can be done for the constructions in the vertical direction (panel
b)) and in the transversal one (panel c)). Finally by imposing periodic boundary conditions in the three directions we
obtain a 3D torus with the required properties. Let us observe that the links orientation together with the periodic
boundary conditions ensure B1u = 0.

Analysis of the Stuart-Landau model

The aim of this section is to provide the interested reader more details about the global synchronization of identical
Stuart-Landau systems defined on top of simplicial and cell complexes introduced in the main text.

Let us thus assume to deal with a k dimensional topological signal associated to a nonlinear SL oscillator, whose
time evolution is given by

dw

dt
= σw − βw|w|2 ,

where σ = σ< + iσ= and β = β< + iβ= are complex model parameters. One can easily prove that the former system
admits a limit cycle solution ẑ(t) =

√
σ</β<eiωt, where ω = σ= − β=σ</β<, is the signal frequency. Such solution is

stable provided σ< > 0 and β< > 0, conditions that we hereby assume.
We now consider Nk SL topological oscillators and we couple them using the the (k − 1) and (k + 1)-faces of a

simplicial complex. Let also assume the coupling to be given by the nonlinear function h(w) = µw|w|m−1, where m
is a positive integer and µ = µ< + iµ= is a complex parameter defining the interaction strength. Observe that such
coupling has been recently introduced and studied in the framework on synchronization on time varying networks
in [49]. In conclusion we are interested in studying the system

dwi
dt

= σwi − βwi|wi|2 + µ

Nk∑

j=1

Lk(i, j)wj |wj |m−1 ∀i = 1, . . . , Nk . (S-7)

We are now interested in studying the stability of the reference limit cycle solution ẑ(t). If this condition is realised,
then the system shows global synchronization. To achieve this goal we introduce real “small” functions ρj(t) and θj(t)
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FIG. S-5. An oriented cube. We show an oriented cube, both in a 3D view (panel a)) then in a “flatten” 2D one (panel
b)). Given an orientation of the faces and of the links (see panels a) and b)), we can compute the incidence matrix B2 and
identify the link whose contribution to B2u is not zero. This allows to emphasise 6 links forming a closed loop (thicker dashed
red and solid blue lines in panel a)) in the cube. Let us observe that opposite faces of the cube must be incoherently oriented
(see panels c)-d) and e)).

and rewrite wj(t) as follows

wj(t) = ẑ(t)(1 + ρj(t))e
iθj(t) , (S-8)

where ρj(t) and θj(t) are real valued functions. We now insert the previous expression in the coupled Eq. (S-7). By
using the expression for ẑ(t) and by expanding the resulting equation up to the first order in ρj and θj , we eventually
obtain





dρj
dt

= −2σ<ρj −
(
σ<
β<

)m−1
2

Nk∑

`=1

Lk(j, `) (mµ<ρ` − µ=θ`)

dθj
dt

= −2β=
σ<
β<

ρj −
(
σ<
β<

)m−1
2

Nk∑

`=1

Lk(j, `) (mµ=ρ` + µ<θ`) .

(S-9)

We can then decompose ρj(t) and θj(t) on the orthonormal eigenbasis φφφ
(α)
k , α = 1, . . . , Nk, of the Laplace matrix

Lk:

ρj =
∑

α

ρ̂αφ
(α)
k (j) and θj =

∑

α

θ̂αφ
(α)
k (j) , (S-10)

to eventually obtain




dρ̂α
dt

= −2σ<ρ̂α −
(
σ<
β<

)m−1
2

Λ
(α)
k

(
mµ<ρ̂α − µ=θ̂α

)

dθ̂α
dt

= −2β=
σ<
β<

ρ̂α −
(
σ<
β<

)m−1
2

Λ
(α)
k

(
mµ=ρ̂α + µ<θ̂α

)
.

(S-11)
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FIG. S-6. Gluing together four oriented cubes along the three dimensions. We show how to glue together four cubes
in the horizontal (panel a)), vertical (panel b)) and vertical transversal (panel c)) plane. We can observe that in all cases the
link common to eight faces (and four cubes) returns a null contribution to B1u, indeed it contributes with 0 to two couples
of faces (thin black line), with +2 to a couple of faces (blue thick line) and with −2 to the remaining couple of faces (dashed
red line). The final construction is schematically depicted in panel d). The cube is repeated along each one of the three spatial
dimensions and periodic boundary conditions are implemented connecting opposite faces of the cubic array (represented with a
lower opacity). The basic element of the construction is shown in the centre. As in the other figures, the non zero contributing
edges are shown in orange and in dark grey all the others. The edges coloured with the same color index as in panels a)-c) are
also shown for orientation reference.

Let us observe that Eq. (S-11) is autonomous, hence one can compute its eigenvalues and define the largest real
part of the latter ones, say λ, named in the literature dispersion relation. One can thus conclude that if λ < 0 the
reference solution is stable and hence the system globally synchronizes. The same reasoning can be done whenever
the generic MSF (3) is autonomous.

Let us also observe that a similar conclusion can be obtained if s(t) is a periodic solution by resorting to Floquet
analysis; calling again λ the largest real part of the Floquet eigenvalues we can show that if λ < 0 then the reference
solution is stable and the system globally synchronizes. In the general case, one has to (numerically) compute the
Lyapunov exponent of (3) and infer about the stability of the reference solution using the Lyapunov theory. Let us

observe that to stress the dependence on the simplex eigenvalues we will also write λα = λ(Λ
(α)
k ).

Back to Eq. (S-11) one can infer the stability of the reference solution and thus of the global simplicial synchro-

nization by studying if the perturbations ρj and θj fade away, or equivalently if their projections ρ̂α and θ̂α vanish.

Sufficient conditions are obtained by assuming an exponential behavior, namely ρ̂α ∼ ρ̃αe
λαt and θ̂α ∼ θ̃αe

λαt with
time-independent ρ̃α and θ̃α. Inserting this ansatz into (S-11) and imposing that (ρ̃α, θ̃α) 6= (0, 0), one gets the
following equation for λα

λ2α+λα

((
σ<
β<

)m−1
2

µ<Λ
(α)
k (m+ 1) + 2σ<

)
+m

(
σ<
β<

)m−1 (
Λ
(α)
k

)2
(µ2
<+µ2

=)+2Λ
(α)
k

(
σ<
β<

)m−1
2
(
µ<σ< + µ=β=

σ<
β<

)
= 0 .

(S-12)
We eventually define the dispersion relation (or maximum Floquet exponent) λ = maxα <λα. Let us observe that

λ1 = 0, that is λ vanishes if evaluated on Λ
(1)
k = 0; this is because the reference solution is a limit cycle. By considering
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then the behavior of λα for Λ
(α)
k close to zero, one can develop the root λα as follows

λα ∼
1

2

[
−
(
σ<
β<

)
µ<Λ

(α)
k (m+ 1)− 2σ< + 2σ<

(
1 +

1

2

(
σ<
β<

)(m−1)/2
Λ
(α)
k

(
µ<
σ<

(m− 1)− 2
β=µ=
β<σ<

))
+ . . .

]

= −Λ
(α)
k

(
σ<
β<

)(m−1)/2(
µ< +

β=µ=
β<

)
+ . . . .

Hence there exists an interval of values for Λ
(α)
k such that λα > 0, namely the global synchronization cannot be

achieved, if and only if

µ< + µ=
β=
β<

< 0 .

The above presented theory is applied to topological SL signals defined on top of the 3-simplicial complex and
the 3-cell complex previously introduced. The model parameters have been set to some generic values allowing for
a negative dispersion relation (see Fig. S-7(b-c) for the simplicial complex and Fig. S-7(e-f) for the cell complex).
However once the complex amplitudes are defined on 2-faces, i.e., triangles or squares, the system globally synchronizes
as we can appreciate from the inset in panel b) and e), while SL oscillators defined on links have a different behavior
if we are dealing with a simplicial complex where they cannot globally synchronize (see panel c)) or a cell complex
where global synchronization is achieved (see panel f)). Those different behaviors result from the fact that u ∈ kerL1

for the cell complex while u 6∈ kerL1 for the simplicial complex, in the latter case synchronization cannot be achieved
because of the presence of the topological obstruction.

Let us conclude this section by showing the dispersion relation for the topological SL signals defined on the 2-torus
paved with triangles. By assuming the same model parameters as in Fig. S-7 the numerical results presented in
Fig. S-8 confirm our theory, global synchronization can be achieved only for topological signals defined on nodes, i.e.,
k = 0 simplices (see left panel), or triangles, i.e., k = 2 simplices (see right panel). Indeed we have u ∈ kerL0 and
u ∈ kerL2; on the other hand u 6∈ kerL1 and thus topological signals defined on links cannot globally synchronize
(see middle panel).
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FIG. S-7. Dispersion relation for topological Stuart-Landau model. The left panels refer to the 3-simplicial complex

schematically represented in panel a). In panel b) we report the dispersion relation λ as a function of the eigenvalues Λ
(α)
2 in

the case of topological complex amplitudes defined on 2-faces, i.e., triangles, while as a function of Λ
(α)
1 in panel c) dealing with

signals defined on links. Similar functions are reported in the right panels in the case of 3-cell complex schematically represented
in panel d). The model parameters have been fixed to some generic values, σ = 1.0 + 4.3i, β = 1.0 + 1.1i, µ = 1.0 − 0.5i and
m = 3, and are the same used to obtain the results reported in Fig. 2.
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FIG. S-8. Dispersion relation for topological Stuart-Landau model (II). We consider the 2-torus paved with triangles.
The left panel refers to topological signals defined on nodes, i.e., 0-simplices, the middle panel to the case of links, i.e., 1-
simplices and the right panel to the case of faces, i.e., 2-simplices panels. Top panels show the dispersion relation and we can

observe that in all cases the latter is negative except for the zero value associated to Λ
(1)
k = 0, k = 0, 1, 2. Bottom panels

present the (generalized) order parameters while the inset report the real part of the signals. The model parameters have been
fixed to some generic values, σ = 1.0 + 4.3i, β = 1.0 + 1.1i, µ = 1.0 − 0.5i and m = 3, and are the same used to obtain the
results reported in Fig. 2.
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